
SPACING 101 
● In youth sports, it can be hard to teach the players to not swarm the ball 
● Key messages: 

○ Head up - see the field - no tunnel vision 
○ 2 or less to the ball 

■ One player has ball, the other is helping box out - all other players, 
AWAY! 

○ “How can I position myself to progress the play?” 

● Review how to CUT to ball with your players (away to create space, then to 
the ball)
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Lava 4v4 
● 4 players are working the ball around
● Players must get three passes before going to goal 
● Inside the red box is LAVA- so players may only be 

in the box for 4 seconds or less - cutting through
● Encourage the players to balance out so that one is 

on each side of the box

Variations: 
● Add defense 
● 3v3 - 7v7
● Coaches may count out loud to 

encourage running through - if they 
don’t get through the lava on time, they 
are out!



Handball 
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Handball is an easy favorite that gets the players to work on spacing and cutting to get open 
(without realizing it!)

Equipment:  
- Small soccer ball (tennis ball or kickball would work)
- Bucket as a goal or use lax goal 

Directions:  
-Split into two teams 
- You can shoot after at least 2 passes 
- Ball handler can only take 3 steps 
- If the ball is turned over, other team must check the ball to the restraining line 

Key points: 
-Players have to think about how to position themselves to get open for the ball 
-Without sticks, spacing and cutting become the focus, rather than trying to catch the ball

GREAT FOR ANY AGES!



Musical Chairs to goal  WALK THROUGH 
● 5 players at each cone
● Players may switch spots with one 

another (mostly only if they are 
next to each other) 

● If a player cuts through, then each 
player SHIFTS and bumps over 
one; see next slide for visual  



Musical Chairs walk through example 

bump

bump

bump

DRIVE/CUT 
THROUGH

Note:  This is more advanced movement; 
introduce in 3rd-5th, but try to implement in 
6th grade 



Musical Chairs to goal Directions
● 5 players must always find a cone
● If a player is going to goal, other 

players MUST stay at their cones 
to clear the space 

● Communicate if you are switching 
cones, etc 

Variations: 
● One whistle, active movement; two 

whistles, go to goal 
● Add defense 
● Down to a 4v4 or up to a 7v7
●



Communication ground balls 
Directions: 

- Two lines 
- Balls with coach to roll out 
- One player is scooping up the ball yelling GOT BALL; other player is saying “GOT HELP” and 

working on their space, outlet option, and boxing out if defense is added 

Variations:  
- Three lines - two are competing for the ball, one is the outlet 
- Four lines - two are going for the ball, two are the outlet 

- Always saying “I got ball; i got help” 
- Don’t give them assigned positions (got ball/got help/ got outlet) - have them call it out 

themselves 

Ages: 2nd- 5th 



Attack movement: The V-Cut Drill
● (Boring but important drill) 

KEY POINTS:
● Check to cone (“cutting into 

defense”), cut back out with 
outside hand 

○ Freeing space and hands to 
receive the ball 

● Check to your cone as the player 
adjacent to you is receiving the ball 

● Switch hands once you receive the 
ball  

● Switch on the outside (away from 
defenders)

VARIATIONS: 
● Time it - how quickly can they move the ball around? Can they get it all the way 

around without dropping the ball?  

Ages: 5th-8th 

Focus: Attack motion; Freeing space to receive the ball
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THREE SECONDS LACROSSE

● Advanced:  5th-8th Grade  
● 7v7 (can go down to a 4v4) 
● Attack can only hold ball for three seconds (coaches count out loud/blow whistle every 3) 

Skill focus: 
● Attack movement 
● Keeping head up
● Fast decision making 

and ball movement 

Key points: 
● Attack is either 

driving to goal or 
looking to pass 

● By only being able 
to hold the ball for 
3 seconds, it forces 
attack to MAKE 
DECISION

ATTACK MOVEMENT
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Cutting to get open for the ball 
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● The goal: separate from defender and create a passing lane for 
teammate 
○ Note - cutting is all about timing and watching your 

defender 
● The options: football routes 

○ V cut - slant  (45 degree angle) 
○ Backdoor cut - behind defender , pony tail rule 
○ North South cut - straight on  (used more in the midfield) 


